PUBLICATION STANDARDS
The Revista de Psicoanálisis de la Asociación Psicoanalítica de
Madrid [Psychoanalysis Journal of the Psychoanalytical Association of
Madrid] (APM) is a publication whose purpose is to be a space for
expression, discovery, and respect for the plurality of psychanalytical
thought, to promote scientific discussion, investigate areas of
psychoanalytical practice and theory, and to make known
psychoanalysis’s contributions to health and culture.
It prints three monographic editions per year. Each of them intends
to provide a complete and updated approach to the topic discussed based
on the choice of one or two “classic” articles that show the evolution of
psychanalytical thought, as well as the following sections:
•
•
•

Original, contemporary articles.
Theoretical-clinical dialogues, “Openings”, which include
dialogues with other disciplines and manuscripts beyond the topic
of the monographic.
Reviews of books, psychoanalysis journals, and international
conferences of special interest in our field.

The printed edition is published in Spanish. An electronic version is
available
for
those
registered
at
http://apmadrid.org/interna.aspx?page=Revista-APM
The works accepted for publication remain the property of the
Asociación Psicoanalítica de Madrid, and their total or partial reproduction
must be duly authorised. The Revista de Psicoanálisis de la APM is not
liable for the specific content published by the authors, the latter being
responsible for ensuring that the confidentiality of cases is maintained.
Original manuscripts must be submitted to the technical secretary of
the journal (apmrevista@apmadrid.org), who will make the changes
necessary to anonymise them. In order to guarantee anonymity, the
editorial board will submit them to three reviewers under double blinding.
The evaluators will submit their assessments to the editorial board with
three possible conclusions: acceptance, rejection, or request for
amendments.

How to Prepare an Article
Requirements for Publication
To guarantee anonymity during the evaluation process, no
information identifying the author should appear, whether in the text or
the abstract.
Both the manuscripts and the bibliography are assumed to adhere
to publication standards.
The maximum length of the text shall be 9000 words, not
including the abstract or bibliographical citations. If clinical material is
present, the author will have specified the chosen system for maintaining
confidentiality (Gabbard, 2020; The International Journal of
Psychanalysis).
The maximum length for comments shall be 1500 words, while,
for reviews of journals or international events, the maximum shall be 1000.
Bibliographical reviews, which require neither an abstract nor
keywords, must deal with publishing news from the last two or three years.
The maximum length shall be 2500 words, although the editorial board
shall evaluate those of greater length when concerning books that merit
this. In the reviews, the bibliographical format shall be the same as for all
other works.
Works shall be sent by e-mail to the address
apmrevista@apmadrid.org. Final publication thereof shall be subject to
the journal’s publishing needs.
Articles shall be sent by e-mail, composed in Microsoft Word,
Times New Roman font size 14, with 1.5 spacing between lines, 2.5 cm
margins, and numbered pages, according to the following format: the first
page must include the title in Spanish, English, and French; the first and
last name of the authors, e-mail address, and centre where they came from.
The article abstract and keywords, also in Spanish, French, and English,
shall consist of 150-200 words and a maximum of 6 key words. The
abstract shall clearly and simply explain the article’s concept, framework
of the argument, and conclusions.

It is essential for footnotes to be minimal. If additional information
must be added, an appendix shall be included at the end of the text. Tables,
figures, photographs, or diagrams shall be reduced to a minimum and, if
they are copyrighted, shall be submitted with the corresponding
authorisation. With regard to typographical details, italics shall be used
when a term in another language is introduced, to highlight something, or
when the title of another work is referenced. Underlining or bolding as a
method of emphasis shall be avoided. Quotation marks shall only be used
to cite verbatim what someone says or for the name of a chapter or journal
article.
Citations and Bibliographical References
Citations from other texts shall be accurate, brief, and extract the
basic content required according to the line of argument. If the original is
in another language and the text reproduced is a translation by the
manuscript’s author, this shall be indicated in a footnote. The cited text
shall be inserted in quotation marks and the parts deleted shall be replaced
by ellipses. Before the citation, the last name of the author and year of
publication of the work shall be specified (according to the standards set
forth for bibliographical references), along with the exact page in the
original work in parenthesis (before closing the parenthesis and after the
year, following a comma, lowercase p, period, and page number). If the
same work is cited again, in the next citation and those appearing
thereafter, ibid. and the page number shall be indicated in parenthesis. For
example: (Freud, 1923/1997, p. 69) and thereafter (ibid., p. 90).
If the cited article was published in a digital journal, the
corresponding DOI citation shall be included.
If the electronic article does not have a DOI, its URL address will
be inserted at the end of the citation.
Bibliographical references within the text:
– Only those required by the line of argument shall be included. All
mention in the text of a bibliographical reference shall correspond
to the full entry for it at the end of the document, and vice versa.

– In references throughout the text, the author’s last name and the
work’s year of publication shall be specified. In cases when the
date of the edition and publication do not match, include the
original publication date before a forward slash. For example:
(Freud, 1923/1997) or Freud (1923/1997).
– When deemed relevant, the page number shall be included in the
reference. The citation shall be inserted differently depending on
whether it is based on the text or the author:
– “Language is an exclusively human and non-instinctive method
for communicating ideas, emotions, and desires using a system of
deliberately-produced symbols” (Sapir, 1966, p. 14).
– Sapir (1966) affirms that “Language is an exclusively human and
non-instinctive method for communicating ideas, emotions, and
desires using a system of deliberately-produced symbols” (p.14).
– If there are two authors, the first surname of both shall be
included, separated by the conjunction “and”. For example:
(Donnet and Green, 1973). If there are more than two authors, the
surname of the first shall be followed by the expression et al. For
example: (Tuckett et al., 2008).
– Avoid citing the full name of publications in the text which
already appear in their entirety in the references at the end.
Citations and references at the end of the document:
– In the case of a single author, his or her first surname shall appear
(with only the first letter capitalised), followed by a comma, and
the capitalised first letter of the given name only, followed by a
period (or first letters of two or more given names in compound
names).
– In the case of two or more authors, the citations of a sole author
shall precede those with co-authors. If there are more than two
authors, the surname and first letter of the given name of up to the
first six authors shall be included, adding et al. after the author or
authors. There shall be a space and the year of publication shall
appear in parentheses.

– For chronological ordering, the text’s edition date shall be used,
which will also be what appears in the reference to the citation
within the text, preceded by the original year of publication in
such case. If two or more publications by one author from the
same year are cited, the year will be entered successively with
lowercase letters in alphabetical order; these letters must also
appear alongside the year in the reference to the citation within the
text.
– In the full citation, the original composition and publication years
shall be specified at the end and in parentheses.
– In the case of books or articles translated into Spanish from an
original version in another language, the full citation of the
original shall be included first, followed by the translated version,
including the name of the translator.
Below, we have included a series of examples:
To cite a book:
– Bleger, J (1975). Simbiosis and ambigüedad. Buenos Aires: Paidós.
(Originally published in 1967). [In the body of the text, cite as
Bleger, 1967/1975].
To cite the chapter of a book:
– Etchegoyen, R. H. (1986). Metapsicología del insight. In Los
fundamentos de la técnica psicoanalítica (pp. 633-644). Buenos
Aires: Amorrortu Editores.
To cite a book written in another language:
– Gibeault, A. (2010). Chemins de la symbolization. Paris: PUF.
To cite an article:
– Nicoló, A. M. (2011). El trabajo clínico con los adolescentes difíciles.
¿De qué manera ha cambiado la técnica? Revista de Psicoanálisis
de la APM, 63, 103-23.
To cite an article in another language:
– Milner, M. (1952). Aspects of symbolism in the comprehension of the
non-self. The International Journal of Psychoanalysis, 33, 181-195.

To cite the translation of a book into Spanish:
– Green, A. (2005). Idées directrices pour une psychanalyse
contemporaine. Paris: PUF. Ideas directrices para un psicoanálisis
contemporáneo. L. Laumbert (trad.). Buenos Aires: Amorrortu
Editores (Originally published in 2002). [In the body of the text, cite
as Green, 2002/2005].
To cite Freud in the Amorrortu edition:
– Freud, S. (1999). Carta 52. In Obras completas (vol. 1, pp. 274-279).
Buenos Aires: Amorrortu Editores. (Originally written in 1896,
originally published in 1950).
– Freud, S. (1991). Fragmento de análisis de un case de histeria. In Obras
completas (vol. 7, pp. 1-108). Buenos Aires: Amorrortu Editores.
(Originally written in 1901, originally published in 1905).
To cite Freud in the Biblioteca Nueva edition:
– Freud, S. (1997). La represión. In Obras completas (vol. 2, pp. 20532060). Madrid: Biblioteca Nueva. (Originally published in 1915).
To cite publications of a sole author and co-authors:
– Gabbard, G. (1995). Countertransference: the emerging common
ground. The International Journal of Psychoanalysis, 76, 475-485.
– Gabbard, G., & Lester, E. (1995). Boundaries and boundary violations
in psychoanalysis. New York: Basic Books.
To cite more than one work by the same author in the same year:
– Ogden, T. H. (1989a). The primitive edge of experience. New York:
Aronson.
– Ogden, T. H. (1989b). On the concept of an autistic contiguous position.
The International Journal of Psychoanalysis, 70, 127-140.

Proof that your article was accepted
The author for correspondence will receive an e-mail with the article
in PDF format on which annotations may be made.
If you do not wish to use the PDF annotation function, you may
make a list of corrections and send them to the journal by e-mail. For each
correction, you must indicate the corresponding line number.

